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Abstract

Cys-loop receptors constitute a superfamily of pentameric ligand-gated ion channels (pLGICs), including receptors for
acetylcholine, serotonin, glycine and c-aminobutyric acid. Several bacterial homologues have been identified that are
excellent models for understanding allosteric binding of alcohols and anesthetics in human Cys-loop receptors. Recently, we
showed that a single point mutation on a prokaryotic homologue (GLIC) could transform it from a channel weakly
potentiated by ethanol into a highly ethanol-sensitive channel. Here, we have employed molecular simulations to study
ethanol binding to GLIC, and to elucidate the role of the ethanol-enhancing mutation in GLIC modulation. By performing 1-
ms simulations with and without ethanol on wild-type and mutated GLIC, we observed spontaneous binding in both intra-
subunit and inter-subunit transmembrane cavities. In contrast to the glycine receptor GlyR, in which we previously observed
ethanol binding primarily in an inter-subunit cavity, ethanol primarily occupied an intra-subunit cavity in wild-type GLIC.
However, the highly ethanol-sensitive GLIC mutation significantly enhanced ethanol binding in the inter-subunit cavity.
These results demonstrate dramatic effects of the F(149)A mutation on the distribution of ligands, and are consistent with a
two-site model of pLGIC inhibition and potentiation.
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Introduction

Synaptic transmission is one of the most important functions of

our nervous system, and modulation of post-synaptic receptors is

of tremendous importance to understanding the effects of toxins,

neuropharmaceuticals, drugs of abuse, and anesthetics, as well as

the physiological basis for consciousness. Ethanol is likely the

oldest drug known to man, and has been identified as a modulator

of synaptic transmission. Ethanol affects the central nervous system

by interacting with several proteins, in particular post-synaptic ion

channel receptors. Among these, several key targets of alcohol

modulation fall in the family of Cys-loop receptors (see reviews

[1,2]).

Cys-loop receptors constitute a family of pentameric ligand-

gated ion channels (pLGICs). These receptors are activated by a

variety of ligands, from which they draw their names: they include

the cation-conducting nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs)

and serotonin-3 receptors, and the anion-conducting glycine

receptors (GlyRs) and c-aminobutyric acid-A receptors (GA-

BAARs). In addition to activation by their respective ligands,

pLGICs exhibit allosteric modulation by numerous endogenous

and exogenous molecules, including alcohols and anesthetics. The

dual action of these molecules on pLGICs is particularly

interesting. Alcohols and anesthetics potentiate many anionic

channels (GlyRs and most GABAARs [3–5]), whereas only short-

chain alcohols potentiate nAChRs [6]; conversely, longer-chain

alcohols and most anesthetics inhibit nAChRs [6], and both types

of modulators inhibit the r subtype of GABAARs [7].

Despite their apparent functional diversity, pLGICs share an

overall architectural organization, with five subunits and three

distinct domains [8]. The extracellular domain (ECD) contains the

agonist site, at which binding leads to opening of a central pore in

the transmembrane domain (TMD). Each TMD contains four

transmembrane helices (M1–M4), with the M2 helices lining the

pore; residues in M2 are often described using prime notation,

beginning ,19 at the N-terminal intracellular end and progressing

to ,209 at the C-terminal extracellular end of the TMD. A third,

intracellular loop domain (ILD) is present in some family

members, where it modifies functional properties such as

desensitization [8]. By definition, allosteric modulators alter the

energy landscape for channel activation by binding at a location

distinct from the primary ligand-binding site (see review [9]).

Modulators including alcohols and anesthetics have been shown to

regulate activation by binding at least partially in the TMD

[10,11]. In addition, at high concentrations some modulators and

endogenous steroids can activate GABAAR by themselves
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[9,12,13]. Until recently, no high-resolution structures of the

pLGIC TMD were available, and the lower-resolution structures

[14] or models [15] of human receptors have not allowed

definitive characterization of the allosteric binding site(s). Because

pLGICs are pharmaceutical targets for large classes of molecules

including cannabinoids, steroids, barbiturates, and general anes-

thetics [9,16], identification of the binding sites and mechanisms of

action of these molecules is critical to designing better drugs.

Our understanding of pLGIC structure has advanced tremen-

dously in the last five years with the publication of the first

crystallographic structures of three different receptors in this

family. The first two structures, ELIC and GLIC, were of pLGICs

from the prokaryotes Erwinia chrysanthemi [17] and Gloeobacter

violaceus [18,19], and have already provided valuable templates for

homology models of human receptors such as GlyRs. We

previously used a GlyR model based on GLIC to show

spontaneous ethanol binding to a site between subunits [20],

consistent with past studies based on lower-resolution pLGIC

structures [21]. The third pLGIC to be crystallized, the GluCl

channel from the eukaryote Caenorhabditis elegans, was co-crystal-

lized with a partial allosteric agonist bound between subunits [22],

again consistent with functional enhancement mediated by

binding in this region. Conversely, the GLIC receptor was

recently co-crystallized with the anesthetics propofol and desflur-

ane [23] bound to an intra-subunit pocket in the upper part of the

TMD. Resolving the contributions of inter- and intra-subunit

binding is critical to understanding the structural basis for pLGIC

allostery.

One explanation for the observation of both inter- and intra-

subunit binding could be the contribution of multiple allosteric

sites to different modulatory effects. Like other cationic pLGICs,

GLIC is inhibited by most anesthetics [24] and long-chain

alcohols, while it exhibits weak potentiation by methanol and

ethanol [25]. We previously showed that the mutation F(149)A

transforms GLIC into a highly ethanol-sensitive channel that is

potentiated by alcohols as large as hexanol [25], thus more closely

approximating the properties of GlyRs and GABAARs [4,5]. We

further demonstrated by molecular dynamics that the enhanced

potentiation of the F(149)A variant correlated with expansion of

the inter-subunit cavity [25]. Thus, inter-subunit ethanol binding

may correspond to enhanced function of pLGICs including GlyRs

[20] and the GLIC F(149)A mutant [25], while the crystallograph-

ically determined intra-subunit binding of anesthetics on GLIC

[23] could represent an independent inhibitory site of action.

To address this hypothesis and further elucidate the effects of

the F(149)A mutation in GLIC, we have systematically explored

binding of ethanol to GLIC WT and F(149)A receptors in

molecular dynamics simulations. Four molecular systems were

created to study both the WT and mutant, with and without

ethanol present in the bulk solvent, and both binding and

equilibrium exchange of ethanol in identified TMD cavities was

quantified. We also quantified the F(149)A mutant with a single

ethanol molecule bound in each of the five inter-subunit cavities.

In our simulations, ethanol bound in both sites but primarily

occupied the intra-subunit cavity of WT GLIC, in contrast to our

previous GlyR simulations conducted under identical conditions

[20], but in agreement with the anesthetic co-crystal structures of

GLIC [23]. The single point F(149)A mutation was sufficient to

enhance the average number of ethanol molecules observed in the

inter-subunit more than twofold. Given our previous experimental

results showing low sensitivity of WT and high sensitivity of

F(149)A to ethanol [25], these data support a two-site model for

modulation of pLGICs, involving both an inhibiting intra-subunit

site and an potentiating inter-subunit site of action.

Results

Localized effects of the F(149)A mutation on the structure
of GLIC

We performed 1-ms simulations of WT and F(149)A GLIC in

fully solvated lipid-embedded systems. The protonation state

(pH 4.6) corresponding to the crystallization conditions of the

template GLIC structure was identical to the one proposed by

Bocquet et al. [18] and also used by other groups [26,27]. Both the

WT and F(149)A simulations exhibited relatively small deviations

from the GLIC crystal structure, with the overall protein Ca root

mean square deviations (RMSD) under 3 Å in both cases. Indeed,

over the last 100 ns, the Ca RMSD relative to the crystal structure

was 2.4360.12 Å for the WT and 2.1860.08 Å for F(149)A

(figure 1A, middle panel), below the average X-ray resolution of

the protein (2.90 Å).

Although the overall structures of the WT and F(149)A channels

were similar throughout the simulations, comparing the ECD and

TMD of each protein revealed intriguing differences. In place of

the extended ILD found in metazoan pLGICs, GLIC contains

only a short linker that cannot be considered an independent

domain [28]. The F(149)A mutation, which is located in the TMD,

was associated with TMD packing rearrangements that led to a

larger local change of the structure: the average TMD Ca RMSD

over the last 100 ns was 1.5160.06 Å for the WT and

2.2060.07 Å for the F(149A) mutated system (figure 1A, lower

panel). This increased TMD deviation was compensated in the

overall RMSD by decreased structural fluctuations of the ECD:

the ECD Ca RMSD over the last 100 ns was 2.5160.18 Å for

WT but 1.9660.10 Å for F(149)A (figure 1A, upper panel).

Calculating the average RMSD per residue (figure 1B) exposed

selective deviation of the M2 helix (residues 222 to 245) in the

mutated system, approximately 2.2 Å for F(149)A versus 1.2 Å for

the WT. A visual inspection of the trajectory revealed a kink in the

M2 helix. This kink appeared quickly, after only a few

nanoseconds of simulation. Whereas in the WT simulation the

average kink angle (12.4662.36u) remained close to the crystal

structure value (8.01u), the average angle in the F(149)A simulation

stabilized around double the WT value (22.1862.04u).
We observed further indirect effects of the F(149)A mutation on

the M2 structure via constriction of the channel pore. Monitoring

the pore radius across the ,30-Å TMD throughout the 1-ms WT

simulation (figure 2A) revealed a pore constriction of radius

Author Summary

Communication from one nerve cell to the next is an
essential process for brain and muscle function. Nerve
impulses result in release of transmitter molecules from
one cell that bind to receptors on the next cell. Transmitter
binding opens a pore in each receptor and ions flow across
the membrane, leading to either enhancement or inhibi-
tion of new nerve impulses. These receptors are modulat-
ed by numerous drugs, including alcohols and anesthetics;
identifying the precise location of modulator binding is
critical for drug development. We have used computer
simulation methods to model alcohol diffusion and
binding to a receptor. By modifying a single residue in
the receptor, we were able to move the location of the
binding site and dramatically alter alcohol modulation,
which supports a model with two separate binding sites
for enhancement and inhibition in this family of receptors.

Dual Alcohol Modulation of Cys-loop Receptors
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2.2560.31 Å around residue I(99), which was previously shown to

comprise the GLIC hydrophobic permeation barrier [29]. Past

studies showed a pore constriction of these dimensions to be wide

enough to let some Cl2 ion pass through the GlyR pore [20].

Similarly, PMF studies of GLIC have shown that at the same level

radii of ,2.4 Å [30] or ,2.5 Å [31] were compatible with a

conducting channel. However, the F(149)A mutation tightened the

pore constriction at the I(99) position (figure 2B) to an average

radius of 1.6060.22 Å. Thus, WT GLIC appeared to be

completely open, whereas we presumed the F(149)A mutant to

be mainly closed. This finding is consistent with our previous

observation that the F(149)A mutation shifts gating over 0.5 pH

units to the right, corresponding to an approximately four-fold

decrease in proton sensitivity [25]. Although the nonconducting

F(149)A model was structurally distinct from other recent closed

[17] or locally-closed [32] pLGIC models, the relevance and

relative contributions of these and other possible nonconducting

conformations to GLIC gating remain to be determined.

Moreover, our F(149)A model might only reflect the increased

flexibility of M2 upper part, rather than a new GLIC conforma-

tion.

F(149)A effects on cavity volume
In both WT and F(149)A simulations, we identified two major

TMD cavities for each of the five protein subunits. The biggest

cavities were intra-subunit, and were located towards the extra-

cellular side of the TMD, facing the membrane (figure 3A–B,

violet). These cavities were hydrophobic, as confirmed by their

negligible hydration and their occupancy by lipid fatty acid chain

atoms (table 1): average lipid occupancy over the second half of the

simulation measured 5.860.9 and 6.360.9 atoms per cavity for

the WT and F(149)A trajectories, respectively. Accordingly, the

intra-subunit cavities were mainly lined by hydrophobic residues,

with only 20% polar accessible surface area in WT and 22% in

F(149)A simulations. These cavities did not exhibit systematic

changes in volume during the simulations, and did not appear to

be influenced by the F(149)A mutation, with average volumes of

368668 Å3 for WT and 392664 Å3 for F(149)A (figure 3C).

In our previous work [25], we adopted the terminology of Nury

et al. [23] identifying two interconnected cavities at each GLIC

subunit interface: an ‘‘inter-subunit cavity’’ facing the membrane,

and a ‘‘linking tunnel’’ facing the pore. However, these cavities

were not consistently defined in our 1-ms simulations; in F(149)A,

they were generally indistinguishable. Therefore, in this work we

defined a single inter-subunit cavity associated with each subunit

interface, partially exposed to both the membrane and the pore.

The inter-subunit cavities were located in roughly the same

plane as the intra-subunit cavities relative to the lipid bilayer, but

were more hydrophilic, with 41% polar accessible surface in both

WT and F(149)A simulations, and occupancy by several water

molecules in both simulations as well as the previously published

crystal structures [18,19]. No lipid occupancy was observed in the

inter-subunit cavities. We noted that several of the charged or

polar residues lining the inter-subunit cavities (N200, H235, N239,

E243, K248, Y263) are conserved in human pLGICs, supporting

the functional relevance of these cavities to gating, modulation, or

assembly.

In contrast to the intra-subunit cavities, the inter-subunit

cavities were dramatically altered by the F(149)A mutation. In

WT GLIC, each inter-subunit cavity was lined by residues in

upmost turn of M2, including the MTS-accessible residues L(179)

and V(189) [25], and the M2–M3 loop, and did not penetrate to

the level of F(149) (figure 3A). The average WT inter-subunit

cavity occupied 96633 Å3 during the second half of the

simulation, less than a third of the volume of the average intra-

subunit cavity, and was occupied by 1.060.4 water molecules

(table 2). Conversely, the absence of the phenyl group in the

F(149)A mutant allowed the inter-subunit cavities to extend deeper

Figure 1. Structural deviation of GLIC simulations. (A) Ca RMSD of the ECD (upper panel), whole protein (middle panel), and TMD (lower panel)
for the WT (dark red), F(149)A (dark blue), WT+ethanol (light red), and F(149)A+ethanol (light blue) simulations relative to the GLIC crystal structure
(PDB ID 3EAM). Right hand panel shows the GLIC structure colored by chain. (B) Average RMSD per residue over the four 1-ms simulations, colored as
in (A). ECD includes residues 5 to 195, TMD residues 196 to 315. Box indicates high-RMSD residues 222–245, with residue 238 labeled according to M2
prime notation (149).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002710.g001

Dual Alcohol Modulation of Cys-loop Receptors
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towards the intracellular side, in some cases contacting the

substituted alanines at 149 (figure 3B). Accordingly, the average

inter-subunit cavity volume was enlarged from the beginning of

the simulation; by the second half, it increased to 283645 Å3

(figure 3D), a threefold increase over WT (table 2). Furthermore,

the increased volume allowed occupation by 4.460.8 water

molecules, fourfold more than WT (table 2).

Localized effects of ethanol on GLIC structure
To identify sites and consequences of ethanol binding on GLIC,

and the effect of the F(149)A mutation on ethanol interactions, we

ran additional molecular dynamics simulations of both WT and

F(149)A in the presence of ethanol. We placed each of the

previously defined systems in ,600 mM ethanol by replacing 1%

of the bulk water molecules with ethanol. We previously showed

that a similar concentration, approximately 3 times the concen-

tration associated with immobilization of organisms [1], potenti-

ated GLIC WT weakly and F(149)A potently [25]. After

equilibration, we simulated both systems for 1 ms.

Ethanol had a limited effect on GLIC structure, increasing

structural deviations in the TMD of both WT and F(149)A. For

WT, this increase was reflected in an average Ca RMSD with

ethanol of 2.0260.11 Å over the last 100 ns—a 34% increase over

the ethanol-free simulation (figure 1A, lower panel). Similarly, the

average Ca RMSD for the F(149)A TMD with ethanol was

2.6860.08 Å over the last 100 ns, a 22% increase (figure 1A,

lower panel). However, structural deviations averaged over the

whole protein (figure 1A, middle panel) or the ECD (figure 1A,

upper panel) were similar with and without ethanol for both WT

and F(149)A. The average RMSD per residue (figure 1B), M2 kink

angle (respectively, 11.0261.81u and 24.2562.25u for WT and

F(149)A GLIC versus 12.4662.36u and 22.1862.04u without

ethanol) and intra-subunit cavity volumes (figure 3C) also followed

similar patterns with and without ethanol for each system.

Whereas ethanol had little effect on the WT pore radius

(figure 2C), it partially compensated for the constricted pore in

F(149)A (figure 2D). The F(149)A pore radius at the level of the I(99)

barrier stabilized around 2 Å in the presence of ethanol (figure 2D),

,25% larger than in the ethanol-free simulation (figure 2B), and

only ,11% smaller than in the WT simulations (figures 2A,C).

Conversely, ethanol selectively increased the average inter-subunit

cavity volume in the WT simulation (figure 3D) from 96633 Å3 to

160635 Å3 (table 2). The equivalent cavities in F(149)A occupied

283645 Å3 and 274645 Å3 (table 2), consistently larger than in

WT, but unaltered by ethanol (figure 3D).

Differential ethanol binding in GLIC TMD cavities
Our ethanol simulations allowed us to directly observe ethanol

occupation of both the intra-subunit and inter-subunit cavities.

During the WT simulation, ethanol primarily occupied the intra-

subunit cavities (figure 4A, upper panel). An average of 0.960.3

and 0.360.2 ethanol molecules were present in each intra and

Figure 2. Pore constrictions. Pore radius as a function of membrane z-axis plane (left axis) and time (lower axis) for the (A) WT, (B) F(149)A, (C)
WT+ethanol and (D) F(149)A+ethanol simulations. Prominent constriction points were observed around 10 Å/I(169), 0 Å/I(99), 210 Å/T(29), and
218 Å/E(229). Structures on the left show the pore helices at the end of the 1-ms simulation with two M2 helices colored red and yellow and the
three others as transparent cartoons. Residues lining the pore are shown as spheres for hydrophobic residues I(169) and I(99) and as sticks for polar
residues T(209), S(69), T(29) and E(229).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002710.g002

Dual Alcohol Modulation of Cys-loop Receptors
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Figure 3. Effects of the F(149)A mutation on the cavity volume. Structures of the WT (A) and F(149)A (B) TMDs superposed with their intra-
subunit and inter-subunit cavities averaged over 1 ms. Views from the extracellular side (left) and membrane plane (right) display the TMD colored by
subunit. Positions 149, 179, and 189 are represented as red, white, and blue spheres, respectively. The average intra- and inter-subunit cavities are
represented by violet and orange surfaces. (C) Intra-subunit and (D) inter-subunit cavity volumes averaged across five subunits in the WT (dark red),
F(149)A (dark blue), WT+ethanol (light red), and F(149)A+ethanol (light blue) simulations.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002710.g003

Table 1. Intra-subunit cavity properties.

1 2 3 4 5 Average

Volumea WT 5496139 3046128 4186193 2286147 3406160 368668

F(149)A 6016141 3866186 3426159 4076134 2236137 392664

WT+ethanol 5006155 5696126 1396154 5026159 3216185 406664

F(149)A+ethanol 4506169 2356177 3396178 3466200 1886147 312672

Lipidb WT 9.962.7 3.361.6 7.362.6 3.261.2 5.562.0 5.860.9

F(149)A 9.762.8 6.762.4 4.961.7 6.862.0 3.561.8 6.360.9

WT+ethanol 4.463.5 4.062.8 1.761.9 8.762.7 2.962.9 4.361.0

F(149)A+ethanol 7.063.1 0.861.5 3.262.1 4.961.4 0.761.2 3.361.0

Waterc WT 0.160.4 0.760.8 0.160.4 0.160.2 0.060.2 0.260.2

F(149)A 0.160.5 0.060.2 0.160.3 0.260.5 0.160.3 0.160.2

WT+ethanol 0.360.7 0.460.7 0.160.4 0.160.4 0.360.6 0.360.2

F(149)A+ethanol 0.260.6 0.160.2 0.160.3 0.060.1 0.160.2 0.160.1

Ethanolc WT+ethanol 1.060.8 2.160.8 0.360.6 0.660.5 0.760.7 0.960.3

F(149)A+ethanol 0.760.5 1.260.7 0.760.7 0.060.2 0.960.5 0.760.2

Average volume and number of solvent molecules in each intra-subunit cavity, as well as cavity averages, computed over the second half (500 ns) of each simulation.
Errors are standard deviations.
aVolume computed using mdpocket module of the Fpocket package, expressed in Å3.
bAverage number of fatty acid side chain atoms.
cAverage number of molecules.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002710.t001

Dual Alcohol Modulation of Cys-loop Receptors
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inter-subunit cavity, respectively, over the second half of the

simulation. In contrast, the F(149)A mutation increased ethanol

occupancy in the inter-subunit cavities almost threefold, approx-

imating the occupancy of the intra-subunit cavities, which was

similar to WT (figure 4A). Average occupancies in the F(149)A

simulation were 0.760.2 (table 1) and 0.860.2 (table 2) for the

intra- and inter-subunit cavities, respectively. Ethanol occupation

of the F(149)A inter-subunit cavities also exhibited substantial

variability: for example, one of the inter-subunit cavities was

occupied by an average of ,2 ethanol molecules throughout the

second half of the simulation, while another failed to bind ethanol

(table 2).

In the intra-subunit cavities, ethanol bound between the M1

and M3 helices of each subunit in a pose similar to that of propofol

Table 2. Inter-subunit cavity properties.

1 2 3 4 5 Average

Volumea WT 138695 62652 181680 64664 36638 96633

F(149)A 1786159 4966134 136686 23632 5806154 283645

WT+ethanol 2126122 125658 88655 181646 194679 160635

F(149)A+ethanol 180660 5596112 293677 73678 2676150 274645

Waterb WT 2.061.3 0.760.7 1.260.9 0.760.9 0.660.8 1.060.4

F(149)A 2.662.8 7.861.9 1.561.1 1.560.9 8.762.4 4.460.8

WT+ethanol 2.161.5 0.360.5 0.861.0 0.360.7 1.160.9 0.960.4

F(149)A+ethanol 1.961.0 4.561.9 1.360.9 0.860.5 1.561.3 2.060.5

Ethanolb WT+ethanol 0.360.5 0.260.4 0.060.0 0.860.4 0.460.5 0.360.2

F(149)A+ethanol 0.660.5 1.660.7 1.260.4 0.060.0 0.760.7 0.860.2

Average volume and number of solvent molecules in each inter-subunit cavity, as well as cavity averages, computed over the second half (500 ns) of each simulation.
Errors are standard deviations.
aVolume computed using mdpocket module of the Fpocket package, expressed in Å3.
bAverage number of molecules computed.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002710.t002

Figure 4. Effect of F(149)A on the occupancy. (A) Ethanol, (B) DOPC, and (C) water density in the TMD. Densities were averaged over the
complete trajectory of the WT (upper panels) and F(149)A (lower panels) simulations with ethanol. The TMD is colored by chain. For comparison, crystal
structures of the GLIC complex with propofol (PDB ID 3P50) [23] and the GluCl complex with ivermectin (PDB ID 3RHW) [22] were aligned on the TMD
Ca atoms, and the corresponding propofol and ivermectin molecules were displayed as green and pink sticks, respectively. For WT, ethanol bound
predominantly in the intra-subunit cavity in a similar position to propofol; in F(149)A, ethanol bound to the intra- and inter-subunit cavities
equivalently.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002710.g004

Dual Alcohol Modulation of Cys-loop Receptors
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in the recent co-crystal structure [23] (figure 4A). Ethanol binding

corresponded to decreased lipid occupancy in the same cavities

(figure 4B): average intra-subunit lipid fatty acid chain atoms

decreased from 5.860.9 (WT) and 6.360.9 (F(149)A) without

ethanol to 4.361.0 (WT) and 3.361.0 (F(149)A) with ethanol

(table 1). As shown in figure 5A, we observed a negative

correlation between the average number of ethanol molecules

and lipid atoms occupying each intra-subunit cavity at a given

time in the WT (R2 = 0.96) and F(149)A (R2 = 0.85) simulations.

Conversely, there was no correlation between the average number

of ethanol molecules at a given time and the average volume of the

intra-subunit cavities (figure 5A). Thus, ethanol binding in the

intra-subunit cavities displaced lipid binding without altering

cavity volume.

Whereas WT ethanol binding was difficult to observe in the

inter-subunit cavities, being occupied less than one-third of the

time, ethanol clearly bound in the F(149)A inter-subunit cavities

near the M2 helices and the channel pore (figure 4A, lower panel).

Water occupied some of the same cavities (Figure 4C), and we

observed a negative correlation between the average number of

ethanol and water molecules occupying each inter-subunit cavity

at a given time in both the WT (R2 = 0.69) and F(149)A (R2 = 0.94)

simulations (figure 5B). There was also a positive correlation

between inter-subunit ethanol occupancy and cavity volume in

both the WT (R2 = 0.89) and F(149)A (R2 = 0.70) simulations

(figure 5B). Thus, ethanol binding in the inter-subunit cavities may

have dual effects of displacing water and increasing cavity volume.

Enhanced inter-subunit binding in the F(149)A simulation also

manifested in a slower exchange time between bound and bulk

ethanol. As shown in figure 6, ethanol exchange in each cavity

type was fit by a double-exponential model. The fast component

(roughly 20 ns) of the exchange likely corresponds to molecules

repeatedly moving in/out of cavities before or after binding. For

the WT, ethanol present in the inter-subunit site has an exchange

time constant (t) of ,150620 ns, while the ethanol located in the

inter-subunit cavity of the F(149)A mutant has a considerably

slower exchange, t,380670 ns. While these point to significant

relative differences, the values are not trivial to compare to

experiments since they are sensitive to the cavity definition,

simulation relaxation, and not least that they don’t account for

molecules re-entering the cavity before reaching bulk water.

To further investigate the effects of inter-subunit ethanol

binding on F(149)A structure, we performed an additional

molecular dynamics simulation on the mutant with constrained

ethanol molecules. Beginning with the ethanol-free system, we

inserted one ethanol molecule in each of the five inter-subunit sites

of F(149)A, then simulated the system for 500 ns with the ethanol

molecules constrained in the cavities. We then continued the

simulation for another 500 ns, removing one ethanol molecule

every 100 ns. As shown in figure 7, the F(149)A pore radius at the

level of I(99) stabilized under these conditions around 2 Å, similar

to the 600 mM-ethanol simulation and ,25% larger than in the

ethanol-free simulation. Early time points in the simulation

trajectories showed even larger deviations: during the first

300 ns, the minimal pore radius at I(99) in the constrained

F(149)A system oscillated between 2.0 and 2.5 Å, similar to the

presumed-open WT system, before stabilizing around 2 Å

between 300 and 500 ns. This enlarged pore radius relative to

the ethanol-free system was stable upon sequential removal of the

constrained ethanol molecules (figure 7). Conversely, in the

Figure 5. Cavity occupancy correlations. (A) Average number of DOPC lipid atoms (black, left axis) and average cavity volume (blue, right axis)
for each intra-subunit cavity as a function of the average number of ethanol molecules in the same site, with standard errors. (B) Average number of
water molecules (black, left axis) and average cavity volume (blue, right axis) for each inter-subunit cavity as functions of the average number of
ethanol molecules in the same site, with standard errors. In (A) and (B), linear fits (dotted lines) are also shown, with the corresponding equations and
correlation values (R2).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002710.g005
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presence of 600 mM ethanol, the I(99) barrier had become

extremely narrow at the beginning of the simulation, with the pore

radius falling to as little as 1 Å. Visual inspection of the trajectory

showed one of the subunits transiently moving towards the pore

and partially occluding it. Following this initial constriction, the

radius at the level of I(99) progressively increased, stabilizing at

150 ns around 2 Å (figure 7). Thus, both constrained and

spontaneous ethanol binding resulted in initial fluctuations of the

pore radius at the I(99) constriction point, but subsequently

stabilized to similarly expanded dimensions, an effect which was

not reversible over a 500-ns time scale.

Discussion

As we previously reported [25], the mutation F(149)A reduced

agonist sensitivity and dramatically enhanced ethanol potentiation

in the prokaryotic receptor GLIC. We sought to elucidate the

structural basis for these functional effects by extending our

previous 200-ns simulations of WT and F(149)A GLIC in a fully

solvated, lipid bilayer-embedded system [25] up to 1 ms. Further-

more, we took advantage of this system to simulate differential

effects of ethanol binding on the closely related WT and F(149)A

receptors. Our results support a two-site model for allosteric

modulation of pLGICs.

Validation of molecular dynamics approach
During all simulations, the backbone structures of GLIC WT

and F(149)A were relatively stable, with total Ca RMSD under

3 Å. Deviations associated with the F(149)A substitution and/or

with ethanol solvation were localized to discrete regions of the

protein, particularly the M2 helix. The structural integrity of our

GLIC models relative to the crystallographic template supported

the validity of our simulation conditions. In particular, we chose a

physiologically extreme concentration of ethanol for our binding

simulations to compensate for the low potency of ethanol for WT

GLIC in vitro and to increase our sampling of low-occupancy

binding sites within our 1-ms simulations. By replacing 1% of water

molecules with ethanol, we approximated a 1 mol-% or

,600 mM ethanol concentration, approximately 3 times the

immobilizing concentration and over 30 times the legal blood

alcohol concentration limit to drive a car in the United States [1].

Nonetheless, neither the WT nor F(149)A models were systemat-

ically disrupted by this high concentration of ethanol; instead, they

stabilized on a time scale comparable with the ethanol-free

simulations.

Our simulations also confirmed the binding of various agents

predicted from recent crystal structures. As observed in the earliest

GLIC structures [18,19], the membrane-facing intra-subunit

cavities in our WT simulations were occupied by lipid, while the

Figure 6. Ethanol exchange rates. Occupancy autocorrelations for ethanol molecules that exhibit cavity occupancy at some point in each
simulation, colored according to the site and system. The slow component of ethanol exchange was fit by an exponential (solid line) with t,150 ns
and a standard error of 20 ns for the intra-subunit WT (dark purple). The F(149)A (light purple) site is not does not exhibit any statistically significant
difference, and the very limited amount of ethanols present inter-subunit for WT (dark orange) makes a fit difficult. In contrast, the inter-subunit
F(149)A cavity (light orange) exhibits significantly slower exchange, fit by an exponential (dashed) with t,380 ns and a standard error of 70 ns.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002710.g006
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more hydrophilic inter-subunit cavities contained water. Further-

more, the ethanol-solvated WT simulation revealed intra-subunit

ethanol binding that overlapped with the crystallographic

propofol-binding site [23], consistent with the similar effects of

propofol and ethanol on some pLGICs [4].

Despite the overall consistency of our simulations, the F(149)A

mutation did have structural consequences beyond the absence of

the phenylalanine side chain. For example, the mutation increased

RMSD through most of the M2 helix, systematically increased the

M2 helix kink angle, and constricted the pore radius at the level of

the I(99) hydrophobic gate. These structural consequences

highlight the indirect effects of point mutations that may

dramatically alter functional properties, and underscore the value

of molecular dynamics simulations in interpreting mutagenesis

data. Furthermore, high variability of the M2 region relative to the

rest of the protein is consistent with the non-periodic accessibility

of mutated M2 residues reported by Parikh and coworkers [33],

and could reflect increased mobility of this region under mutated

or otherwise noncrystallographic conditions. The M2 helix may

comprise a mobile structural element in which point mutations or

the binding of allosteric modulators could influence the equilib-

rium constant of pore gating transitions.

As in our previous work [25], we imposed an acidic protonation

state (pH 4.6) corresponding to the crystallization conditions of the

template GLIC structure [18] and the presumed open state of the

WT receptor [28]. It was recently suggested that GLIC

desensitizes on the second time scale [34], and that the GLIC

crystal structure may instead represent a desensitized state [33,34];

however, the pore radius in our WT simulations was sufficient to

conduct ions [20] and other studies have shown that similar pore

radii were compatible with a conductive state of GLIC [30,31].

Notably a recent study by Gonzalez-Gutierrez et al. [35] details

their infructuous attempts to crystalize ELIC in an open

conformation, they conclude that the crystal packing might be

more important for energetic conformational equilibrium of LGIC

than the presence of agonist or antagonist and mutations favoring

the open or close state. The reciprocal should be the same for

GLIC, which only introduction of cross-links or non-functional

mutations were able to stabilized a locally-closed conformation of

GLIC [32]. Given the low deviation of our simulated WT TMD

from that of the crystal structure (Ca RMSD ,1.5 Å), our data are

consistent with the crystal structure representing an open state.

Our group [25] and others [33] also showed that the mutating 149

position reduced agonist sensitivity, an effect that correlated in this

work with constriction of the pore radius and a nonconducting

state of the channel. This pore constriction was partially relieved

by ethanol binding in the inter-subunit cavity, possibly contrib-

uting to the enhanced ethanol potentiation of this mutant.

Although our data provide novel insights into ethanol binding to

the presumed open state of a pLGIC, alcohols and other

modulators may also have relevant interactions with closed,

desensitized, or other intermediate states; a complete understand-

ing of allosteric modulation will require modeling of multiple states

and the transitions between them. We note that the microsecond

timescales of the simulations in this study are still too short to

simulate opening, closing, or desensitizing transitions of the

channel [28]; instead, our current findings simulate interactions

of ethanol with a particular, evidently stable, state of GLIC. The

recent determination of GLIC crystal structures in locally closed

conformations [32] may lead to valuable new templates for

modeling alternative states of this channel; however, the nature of

the predominant resting state or states of the channel remain to be

determined in detail. Finally, some caution should be exercised

when interpreting simulation and experimental results at different

pH. These (as other) simulations were performed with constant

protonation states that attempt to approximate the pH 4.6 of the

GLIC crystal, while experiments have investigated the pH-

response of the channel and used EC10 values to perform the

actual modulation studies [25]. This is not easily captured in

modeling since it is closer to neutral pH where a true constant-pH

Figure 7. Effects of spontaneous and constrained ethanol binding on pore constriction. Minimal pore radius at the hydrophobic barrier at
I(99) as a function of time for F(149)A simulations without ethanol (blue), with 600 mM ethanol (purple), and with one ethanol molecule constrained in
each of the five inter-subunit cavities (cyan), computed by extracting the smallest pore radius around I(9)9 with a z-window of 5 Å. In the constrained
system, one ethanol molecule was removed every 100 ns between 500 and 1000 ns.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002710.g007
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simulation algorithm would be needed, which is still not in

widespread use, in particular not for massively parallel simulations.

Ethanol potentiation via inter-subunit cavities
The enhanced ethanol potentiation of the F(149)A mutant

corresponded in our simulations to an approximately threefold

increase in inter-subunit cavity volume from 96633 Å3 to

283645 Å3. Given that a single ethanol molecule occupies

97 Å3, this structural change increased the number of ethanol

molecules that could be accommodated by the inter-subunit cavity

from ,1 to ,3. Accordingly, in our ethanol simulations, F(149)A

increased ethanol binding in the inter-subunit cavity as measured

by both occupancy and bulk exchange rate.

Ethanol occupancy increased inter-subunit cavity volume in

WT and F(149)A receptors, possibly associated with the displace-

ment of water by the larger ethanol molecules. This enhancement

of inter-subunit cavity volume in the presence of ethanol may

provide a structural basis for ethanol potentiation. The inter-

subunit cavities are poised to influence channel gating, given their

close proximity to the ECD-TMD coupling region [36]; indeed,

recent microsecond simulations of GLIC indicated that the shape

and volume of these cavities is coupled to channel gating [29]. We

previously suggested that ethanol binding in the GlyR might

induce swelling of the inter-subunit cavities that prevents the

channel from closing or desensitizing [20]. A critical role of inter-

subunit cavity volume in ethanol effects may also explain pressure

antagonism of ethanol on GlyR function [37]. A correlation

between inter-subunit cavity volume and pLGIC potentiation was

further supported by the recent crystallization of the eukaryotic

pLGIC GluCl [22], in which the partial allosteric agonist

ivermectin occupied the inter-subunit interfaces and was associ-

ated with enlarged gaps between subunits [22]. Aside from this

deviation at the interface, the structure of GluCl aligns closely with

that of GLIC, further validating the relevance of this system as a

model for eukaryotic pLGIC structure and modulation.

Inter-subunit ethanol binding in F(149)A was also associated

with partial relief from the pore constriction induced by the

mutation, which may be directly or indirectly related to changes in

inter-subunit cavity volume. Selective occupation of the inter-

subunit cavities appeared to be sufficient for this effect, consistent

with a negligible contribution of intra-subunit or other binding

sites. Based on this observation, ethanol potentiation measured by

electrophysiology could reflect compensation for inhibited gating

of F(149)A relative to WT. Indeed, the ,10% activation level used

to test modulation of F(149)A corresponded to the ,50%

activation level of the WT [25]; thus, if ethanol binding had the

sole consequence of restoring F(149)A to the WT conformation, it

would enhance mutant function fivefold. However, our previous

electrophysiological studies revealed approximately thirtyfold

potentiation of F(149)A currents by 600 mM ethanol [25],

indicating that compensation for reduced gating is not the sole

mechanism responsible for ethanol potentiation of these channels.

The enhancement of WT GLIC by 600 mM ethanol [25] did not

correspond to a change in pore constriction, further implicating an

alternative or additional mechanism of potentiation.

In addition to enhancing ethanol potentiation, we previously

reported that F(149)A converted longer-chain alcohols as large as

pentanol from inhibitors into potentiators [25]. Modulation by

hexanol was biphasic, inhibiting at low concentrations and

potentiating at high concentrations; heptanol was weakly inhib-

iting, with a shallow concentration dependence consistent with

simultaneous inhibitory and potentiating interactions [25]. Hex-

anol (207 Å3) and heptanol (236 Å3) are too large to bind in the

WT inter-subunit cavities (96633 Å3), but would be accommo-

dated by the enlarged cavities in F(149)A (283645 Å3). Thus,

inter-subunit binding may represent a general mechanism for n-

alcohol potentiation of GLIC F(149)A.

Allosteric inhibition via intra-subunit cavities
We previously reported that inhibition of GLIC by n-octanol

was unaltered by F(149)A [25], supporting a site of inhibitory

action independent of enhanced potentiation in this mutant.

Recent co-crystal structures of GLIC bound to the anesthetics

desflurane and propofol, both of which inhibited the receptor,

supported a mechanism for inhibition via the intra-subunit cavities

[23]. Consistent with this model, average intra-subunit cavity

volume was unaltered by F(149)A. Furthermore, we observed

equivalent intra-subunit ethanol occupancy in WT and F(149)A

simulations, substantiating this cavity as a binding site for n-

alcohols and supporting its structural independence from the inter-

subunit cavity.

The only intra-subunit difference we observed between WT and

F(149)A was the correlation between ethanol and lipid occupancy:

ethanol displaced up to 2 lipid atoms per molecule in the F(149)A

intra-subunit cavity, but displaced only ,1 lipid atom per

molecule in WT. Lipid molecules were resolved in the intra-

subunit cavity of the GLIC crystal structure [18], and exhibited

higher occupancy in the WT and F(149)A simulation intra-subunit

cavities than in bulk membrane; however, the role of lipids in

GLIC function remains unclear. In one possible mechanism, lipids

could stabilize the open state by occupying the intra-subunit

cavities; displacement of lipids by alcohols or other modulators

might disrupt this stabilization and inhibit the receptor. A similar

mechanism may underlie the critical role of lipids in stabilizing

specific states of the nAChR [9].

Ethanol occupied both inter- and intra-subunit cavities in WT

and F(149)A simulations, suggesting that net modulation might

reflect a combination of potentiating and inhibitory binding

associated with the inter- and intra-subunit cavities, respectively.

By this two-site model, the affinity and efficacy of a given n-alcohol

in each cavity determine its net functional effect [38]. For

example, we previously reported moderate inhibition of F(149)A by

low concentrations and potentiation by high concentrations of

hexanol [25]. This relatively hydrophobic alcohol might have

greater affinity for the more hydrophobic intra-subunit cavity, and

might experience greater accessibility to this cavity via partitioning

through the lipid bilayer; thus, at low concentrations, inhibitory

effects prevail. At higher concentrations, hexanol might bind with

lower affinity to the inter-subunit site, but possibly still have

greater efficacy when bound in this site, resulting in a net

potentiation of the receptor. Heptanol, which is more hydrophobic

than hexanol and almost too large for the inter-subunit cavity,

might prefer the intra-subunit cavity even at high concentrations,

resulting in net inhibition. Recently, a MD study by Lebard et al.

[27] described a negligible affinity of ethanol to the pore and

proposed pore blocking as an inhibition site for general

anesthetics. However, similar multi-site models of allosteric

modulation have been proposed by recent simulation studies of

GLIC binding to the volatile anesthetic isoflurane [26,39].

GLIC as a model for pLGIC modulation
Most anionic pLGICs, including GlyRs and most GABAARs,

exhibit potentiation by alcohols and anesthetics [1]. Thus, these

receptors exhibit a similar profile of modulation to GLIC F(149)A;

and indeed, the position equivalent to F(149) in anionic pLGICs is

generally substituted with a smaller residue [25]. Structure/

function studies have identified several residues critical to alcohol

and anesthetic potentiation of GlyRs and GABAARs that map
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near the GLIC inter-subunit cavities [25]. One early estimate

suggested a volume of 189–217 Å3 for the GABAAR potentiating

site [40], between the inter-subunit cavity volumes observed for

GLIC WT and F(149)A. More recently, molecular dynamics

simulations of GlyR models based on either GLIC [20] or the low-

resolution nAChR template [21] supported ethanol stabilization of

the open state via binding in the inter-subunit cavity. Notably,

although the dominant modulation exerted by alcohols and

anesthetics on anionic pLGICs is positive (potentiating), mutant

labeling studies in both GlyRs [41] and GABAaRs [11] also

substantiate a negative (inhibitory) modulatory effect exerted via

an independent site or sites. Although we cannot rule out

contributions of alternative ethanol binding sites, for example in

the ECD [42] or ILD [43], to modulation of GlyRs or GABAARs,

the strong correlations of ethanol potentiation with cavity volume,

occupancy, and exchange rate in this study highlight an important

role for the inter-subunit TMD region. The potent ethanol

sensitivity of GLIC F(149)A in the absence of an ILD suggests this

domain is not critical to pLGIC modulation.

Our two-site model of allosteric modulation may be particu-

larly relevant to cationic pLGICs such as nAChRs, which exhibit

both potentiation and inhibition by allosteric modulators.

Photoaffinity labeling studies localized binding of the potentiator

etomidate to an inter-subunit TMD cavity [44], whereas labeling

[45] and simulation studies [26] associated inhibitors such as

halothane and isoflurane with an intra-subunit cavity. The low-

potency inhibitor benzophenone photolabeled both inter- and

intra-subunit cavities as well as the channel pore [46]; if these

distinct binding sites confer opposing functional effects, their

resulting noncompetitive antagonism might underlie the apparent

low potency of this agent. Similar to GLIC, nAChRs are

potentiated by short-chain alcohols but inhibited by long-chain

alcohols [6], and structure/function studies have identified TMD

residues that contribute independently to potentiation and

inhibition [10]. The conservation of F(149) in several nAChR

subtypes [25] further supports the relevance of WT GLIC as a

model for structure, function, and modulation of pLGICs

including nAChRs.

Materials and Methods

Wild type GLIC and mutated F(149)A model
The initial GLIC structure was taken from the PDB entry

3EAM [18]. The pdb2gmx program from the GROMACS

package [47] was used to add hydrogens according to the residue

protonation as defined by Bocquet et al [18]. The mutated F(149)A

GLIC model was built using the backbone-dependent rotamer

library SCWRL [48] to mutate phenylalanine 238 (149 in M2

prime notation) to alanine, and to rebuild side-chains of the

mutated residues and the four closest neighbors in the sequence.

The ROSETTA refinement program [49] was used to relax the

structure, with protonation identical to wild-type.

MD simulations
Each model was inserted into a pure dioleoylphosphatidylcho-

line (DOPC) bilayer and overlapping lipid molecules were deleted,

keeping 306 DOPC lipids. The two systems were solvated with

roughly 34,000 TIP3P water molecules in a hexagonal box. To

neutralize the net charge and achieve a physiological ion

concentration of ,100 mM, 61 and 86 water molecules were

replaced by Na+ and Cl2 ions, respectively.

Simulations were performed using GROMACS 4.5.3 [47]

with the Amber 03 force field [50] for protein and ions, TIP3P

[51] parameters for water, and the Berger force field for DOPC

[52]. All bonds were constrained using the LINCS algorithm

allowing a time step of 2.5 fs. Particle mesh Ewald electrostatics

was used with a 10 Å cutoff for non-bonded interactions and

neighborlists updated every 10 steps. Three baths (protein,

water and ion, membrane) were coupled to a temperature of

310 K using the Bussi velocity rescaling thermostat with a time

constant of tT = 0.1 ps. The x/y dimensions were scaled

isotropically with a Berendsen weak barostat and the z

dimension independently to reference pressures of 1 bar,

tP = 1 ps and compressibility of 4.5 ? 1025 bar21. The system

was minimized for 10,000 steps with steepest descent. It was

equilibrated with position restraints of 1000 kJ/mol/nm2 on the

protein, then for 10 ns with backbone restraints, and finally for

20 ns with only Ca restraints. Productions run were performed

without any restraints for 1 ms.

Ethanol was added by replacing 1% of the water molecules that

were more than 8 Å away from the protein. None were placed

inside the protein pore. The system was again subjected to 10,000

steps of minimization. Each system was then used for a 1-ms

production run.

We also built a F(149) GLIC system with one molecule of

ethanol docked in each of the five inter-subunit cavities. We used

the spontaneously occupied position of ethanol in the inter-

subunit cavity in the F(149)A simulation to place the five ethanol

molecules. Among all the ethanol molecules in the F(149)A

simulation, we extracted the coordinates of the ethanol molecule

staying the longest in the inter-subunit cavity. Over this portion

of the trajectory (,700 ns), we averaged the ethanol positions

and extracted the frame where the ethanol was the closest to the

average position. Those coordinates were then imposed on the

four other cavities. To keep ethanol molecules in the cavity,

distance restraints of 100 kJ/mol/nm2 to the initial position were

added during the simulation. The system was then subjected to a

500-ns production run. After this period, one ethanol molecule

was replaced by a water molecule every 100 ns. These

replacements resulted in a system with 5 ethanol molecules

between 0 and 500 ns, 4 ethanol molecules between 500 and

600 ns, 3 ethanol molecules between 600 and 700 ns, 2 ethanol

molecules between 700 and 800 ns, one ethanol molecule

between 800 and 900 ns, and no ethanol between 900 ns and

1.0 ms.

In total, five separate microseconds simulations were performed,

and ethanol occupancy analyzed independently for the five

different subunits of each protein to increase sampling.

The M2 kink angle was computed within VMD [53] using a

custom script, calculating the angle between the two principal axes

of inertia of the top and bottom part of M2. The bottom part of

M2 was defined by Ca of residues 79–149 (221–238) and the top

part by Ca of residues 149–219 (238–245).

Average cavity volumes over the course of the simulations

were computed in three steps using mdpocket, a module of the

Fpocket package [54]. First, mdpocket was used to compute all

cavities over the course of the simulation every 5 ns. Second,

grids were extracted for intra-subunit and inter-subunit cavities

present in at least 20% of the trajectory frames. Onto those 10

cavity grids (5 intra-subunit and 5 inter-subunit), the largest

cavity subspace of each type was selected and superimposed on

the other 4 cavities of the same type. Third, average volumes

were calculated for each cavity within the previously defined

grids. All parameters were according to Fpocket defaults, except

the volume calculation, for which we used 10,000 Monte Carlo

iterations instead of 2,500. Pore radii of the trajectories were

computed using the HOLE software [55], extracted each

nanosecond and averaged. Average densities were computed
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using the Volmap plug-in of VMD [53] with a resolution of

1 Å, and averaged over the second half (500 ns) of each

trajectory.
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